
ANITA ARDELEAN
P R I C E  L I S T



SPRING SUMMER
2019

The Spring Summer 2019 collection represents the debut of ANITA 
ARDELEAN designer in the fashion world. Being the first official  
collection launch, it encompasses the signature of the designer, whose 
designs emanate emotionand playfulness. Her desire is to create 
meaningful and long-lasting garments with a minimalist, modern and 
feminine edge. The intention is to create small batches collections 
designed to last beyond time and annual trends, using the most 
qualitative and sustainable materials, while each piece is made by a 
team of tailors, thus revolutionizing the fashion industry and 
promoting conscious fashion.

The collection distinguishes itself by the exceptional quality with an 
artisanal attention to details. The ready – to wear 2019 collection is 
composed of garments exceptional crafted that create a balance 
between inherent sense of femininity and avant garde innovation. The 
use of pastel colours, and even the constructive design give a general 
angelic air of luminosity to the collection pieces. 

ANITA ARDELEAN addresses to the independent woman in her 
journey towards finding herself and expressing her true self. We believe 
that our designs empower the women to be unique, brace, bold but 
also celebrating their femininity. ANITA ARDELEAN vision regarding 
fashion values the quality, rather than the quantity of the fashion items, 
hence all the garments are a result of the skilled hands of several tailors 
and seamstresses, who create everything in a creative facility.



AAD-101.1  € 970



AAD-101.2  € 970



AAD-102.1  € 970



AAD-102.2  € 970



AAD-103.1  € 645



AAD-103.2  € 645



AAD-105  € 645



AAD-106  € 345



AAD-107  € 540



AAD-108  € 605



AAD-109  € 540



AAD-110  € 605



AAD-111  € 390



AAD-112  € 390



AAD-113  € 540



AAD-114  € 645



AAD-115.1  € 605



AAD-115.2  € 605



AAD-116  € 430



AAD-117  € 540



AAD-118  € 390



AAD-119  € 540



AAD-120  € 970



AAD-121.1  € 605



AAD-121.2  € 605



AAD-122  € 970



AAD-123  € 690



AAD-124  € 475



AAD-125  € 475



AAD-126  € 475



AAD-127  € 495



AAD-128.1  € 605



AAD-128.2  € 605



AAD-130  € 430



AAD-131  € 540



AAD-132  € 605



AAD-133.1  € 690



AAD-133.2  € 690



AAD-134  € 690



AAD-135  € 690



AAD-136  € 970



AAD-137.1  € 605



AAD-137.2  € 605



CONTACTS

ANITA ARDELEAN
004 0745 308 477
anita@anitaardelean.com 
www.anitaardelean.com

https://www.facebook.com/anita.ardelean.designer/
https://www.instagram.com/anita.ardelean/?hl=en

